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From the New York Times bestselling, award-winning author of Chieftain, this dazzling novel set in
Scotland and tidewater Virginia brings Arnette Lamb’s Clan MacKenzie series to a spectacular
conclusion.En route to join her betrothed, Cam, Virginia MacKenzie is sold into slavery by an
unscrupulous sea captain, and Cam searches for her for years, only to learn that he must recapture
her heart.

Reviews of the True Heart by Arnette Lamb
Paster
loved the book. arrived exactly as ordered.
Rich Vulture
Simply loved this book and the Trilogy. This Author kept my interest throughout the book, which
was the case in the entire series. I could not wait to read the next one.
Gela
Have the paperbook, just bought the ebook
Vuzahn
Great sequel to previous books by lamb.

VAZGINO
Ms Lamb didn't write many books, but they are all quite good. This was the finale (3rd) in the
MacKenzie series.
She died at a young age....
Kesalard
I have all of Lamb's books. I agree with the other reveiwers about the tragedy of the death of a fine
writer. I prefer my romantic fiction with a Scottish theme and hers are the best I've ever read. My
favorite is "True Hearts", although it's hard to chose between that and "Highland Rogue". The
complete MacKenzie series needs to be read, to understand all the family connections. I knew as I
read True Hearts, that it was the last book about the MacKenzies. As well as it ended, it was sad to
know Lamb wouldn't be around to add to the series at some later date.
Antuiserum
Arnette was always one of my favorite authors and this, her last book certainly lives up to the humor
and rich details of her previous works. I don't know about the rest of you, but I'm certainly going to
miss her books. Cancer is a tragic disease and I hate that it robbed us of one of romance's brightest
stars.
Kudos and thanks, Ms. Lamb for carrying on until the end. I only wish I could have told you how
much your work meant to me before it was too late.
this is the final book in the Clan MacKenzie saga. If you've read and enjoyed the other books in this
series, especially Beguiled, Agne's story, then you owe it to yourself to pick up True Heart and find
out what happened to Virginia.
Fans of Scottish Historicals should seek out Miss Lamb's books as they are older but better than
some current novels out there. 5 stars!
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